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[EXTRACT TRANSLATION OF KOREAN REGISTERED PATENT NO- 1999-24948J

Brief Description of the Drawings

Fig. 1 is a structural view schematically showing a

system according to the present invention.

Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing a terminal according to

another embodiment of the present invention.

Reference Numerals for Main Parts in the Drawings

3 : host computer

7; line

11 ! phone

73; socket

91: key input device

92 : central processing unit

94 : modem

97: dial pulse converter

113 : hook switch

117: transmitting line

5: telephone office

9 : terminal

31: database

75 : plug

91a: abbreviated dialing button

93 : memory

96: switching circuit

99: display

115 : phone circuit

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a phone number inquiry

system allowing a user to directly inquire a phone number, and

more particularly to a phone number inquiry system which enables
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acquisition of a phone number and related information, and

automatic dialing based on the acquired phone number, while

allowing the user to be provided with a supplementary service.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Hereinbelow, a preferred embodiment of the present

invention is described in more detail with reference to

accompanying drawings.

Fig. 1 is a structural view schematically showing a

system according to the present invention, in which a

subscriber's line 7 connected to a telephone office has a

conventional construction connected to an indoor socket 73,

wherein a host computer 3, in which a database 31 is configured,

is connected to a branch from the subscriber ' s line 7 and vast

phone number information is stored in the database 31.

In addition, the subscriber's line 7 connected to the

indoor socket 73 is connected to a connector at one side of a

terminal 9 through a plug 75 and to a phone 11 through another

connector at the other side of the terminal 9.

That is, as vast phone number information is stored in

the database 31, the host computer 3, in which the database 31

is configured, is arranged to download a phone number requested

by the terminal 9. Whereas, if a phone number is inputted

2
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through the terminal 9, it is of course possible to download a

personnel detail and related information corresponding to the

phone number from the host computer 3

.

As shown in Pig. 2, the terminal 9 comprises a display 99

for displaying one or more phone numbers, a key input device 91

for inputting a firm name/ a personnel name, a phone, or the

like, about which it is intended to make inquiries, and a built-

in modem 95 for communication, wherein it is more preferable if

the display 99, the key input device 91 and the modem 95 are

integrally formed in the body of the phone 11, because the

construction can be simplified. If desired, it is possible to

separately fabricate these components as shown in Fig. 1.

With this arrangement, an input data, about which it is

intended to make inquiries through the key input device 91, is

transmitted through the modem 95 to the host computer 3, which

in turn transmits a corresponding phone number and related

information configured in the database 31 as the data.

Consequently, the terminal 9 decodes the data downloaded from

the modem 95 to be suitable for the output of the display 99 and

then displays the data on the display 99.

Meanwhile, the host computer 3 can further provide a

supplementary service related to local advertising, meteorology

3
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or the like beyond the phone number related service as described

above. This is aimed to store information related to the

supplementary service in the database, so that when the

supplementary service is requested, a corresponding data is

transmitted after being converted into a voice signal, whereby

the user can receive the data through the receiver of the phone

11.

Various information items for a supplementary service,

such as local advertising and meteorology, can be configured

through the organically integrated communication of the host

computer 3 with an information system of an information service

company.

Effect of the Invention

As described above, according to the present invention, a

phone number and related information provided by a host computer

of a service company side can be easily acquired by using a

subscriber side terminal, the acquired information can be

conveniently stored in a memory without needing to separately

record it, and convenience for enabling automatic dialing based

on the acquired phone number can be provided.

Furthermore, the present invention makes it possible to

acquire various information items through a terminal at once $

accordingly the burden of cost for service can be reduced,
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backlog phenomena such as interruption caused when the demands

of users exceed the number of phone number guides can be

prevented, and waste of manpower required for phone number

guiding can be excluded.

What is claimed is:

1. A phone number inquiry system characterized by comprising:

a host computer incorporating a database connected to a

subscriber's line; and

a subscriber side terminal connected to the host computer,

wherein the database is stored with vast phone numbers and

related information, and the terminal comprises a display for

displaying one or more phone numbers, a key input device for

inputting information, such as firm name, personnel name or

phone number, about which it is intended to make inquiries, and

a modem for communication, whereby the host computer processes

the information requested by the terminal and downloads the

processed information to the terminal

.
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